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When we take an interest in philosophy, we are not, by definition, asking for historical information about philosophy. Our study of philosophy, however, makes us consider past philosophers and this, I think, also by definition. Philosophizing has become, ever since the 19th century, an activity deeply devoted to reading older texts. Even those who openly deny this fact do so despite having themselves received an education almost entirely historicizing philosophy. This is not to say that philosophy is of no concern to the present or that it has turned into scholarship. The relation between historiographical work and philosophical interest is not easily explained, not least of all because a well-established legend has made history look irreconcilably different from philosophy—even hostile to it. This legend was produced by historians of philosophy, presenting philosophy foremost as a theoretical activity. We have inherited two traditions from the 19th century, when the history of philosophy was shaped into the preferred way of studying philosophy, when it became the way to do philosophy, but when also the legend was spread that philosophy had its own history, a history of arguments, ideas, and systems.

What does it mean to do philosophy historically, and when does the legend of philosophy begin? When Hegel tried to give a logical explanation of philosophy's history, was he doing the same thing as Eduard Zeller in his account of Greek thought, or Kuno Fischer in his narrative of modern philosophy? I do not believe so, and I shall suggest in the following that we should carefully differentiate between the different activities commonly referred to as the history of philosophy. I will point out the enormous productivity of the 19th century in terms of printed books devoted
to the history of philosophy. I will also point to the context in which these were produced and used rather than examining individual works or authors. There is an entirely new context in the 19th century, which is the study of philosophy. A proper culture developed around the historical interest in philosophy, and it is this culture I want to sketch here.

**Productivity of the 19th Century**

The 19th century is prodigiously rich in historical studies, and studies devoted to the history of philosophy prove no exception. Quoting statistics I undertook several years ago, I can provide impressive numbers for the linguistic areas of German, English, and French. There were 120 German, 37 English, and 86 French authors writing book-length texts on the history of philosophy from 1810 to 1899. Even more telling is the number of works they produced: 155 titles in German, 56 in English, and 108 in French. Many German and French works, few in English, comprised more than one volume, and so we get 248 volumes in German, 77 volumes in English, and 165 volumes in French on the history of philosophy, and those were only first editions. (Überweg, with 8 editions before 1900, and Schwegler, with 15, have not been counted.)

The history of philosophy was in demand mainly because of teaching necessities; the authors were, in their majority, professors: the German authors at a university or a Gymnasium, the English-writing authors and translators as college or university professors in England, Scotland, or Ireland. The French authors were mostly teachers at a college or at a university. What in the 18th century still was an exception—the history of philosophy being a proper part of the historia literaria tradition and the historian of philosophy being a scholar before anything else—became a rule in the 19th century. Even if in France, like in the English-speaking countries, new universities were created later than in Germany, there was an obvious connection between writing a book on the history of philosophy and teaching philosophy.

However, the overall picture is not detailed enough to tell us about the driving forces behind all of this historiographical frenzy. Nietzsche in one of his diagnoses of his time spoke of “the historical man” and made him responsible also for the “erudite appearance of philosophy.” This does not lead to detailed observation either. In retrospect, we clearly have to acknowledge different types of the history of philosophy. There is the general history, encompassing the whole time span from ancient Greek philosophy to the present time. After Tennemann started his 11-volume account in 1798 and finished it in 1819, in Germany there were Hegel and Heinrich Ritter with several volumes each and in addition, a great many one-volume handbooks, as, for instance, Schwegler, Stöckl, or Windelband, to name but the successful ones. In England, George Henry Lewes and Frederick Denison Maurice were most productive authors; in France it was Pierre-Marie Brin; and, translated from the Spanish, González represented the history of philosophy in several volumes. The greater part again was handbook style and sometimes rather short, but still general in scope. So we find with notable exceptions that general histories of philosophy were often produced according to teaching needs.

As a second genre, histories of ancient Greek and Roman philosophy required comparatively more philological skills and were written with scholarly ambition too. The success of Zeller’s *Philosophie der Griechen*, first published in four volumes 1844–1852 and translated into four English volumes and three French volumes, can probably not be explained solely by pedagogical requirements, even if the study of Greek and Roman literature was the common means of higher education. The history of Greek and Roman philosophy was at any rate closely linked to a long-standing tradition of scholarship and erudition, whatever extension the so-called classical education had beyond schools and universities. Ancient history was also the field of religious arguments, as witness in France the works on the school of Alexandria by Jacques Matter, Jean-Marie Prat, Jules Simon, Jules Barthélemy-Saint-Hilaire, and Étienne Vacherot.

Yet another feature characterized histories of modern philosophy, accounting for the philosophy since Bacon, Descartes, or Kant and aiming at the actual situation of 19th-century philosophical thought. These works were written not as presentations of different thinkers or schools, as in the case of ancient philosophers, but mostly as histories of arguments, discoveries, and progress in psychology, logic, and science in general. This type of philosophical history came closest to the type of narrative commonly used in the history of
My thesis is that whatever the nature or the type of history written of whatever kind or period of philosophy, the historical interest can be separated from the philosophical interest not as being totally independent but as being an interest in its own right, with proper motives, aims, and methods. However, the story goes that philosophy itself turned historical during the 19th century and that it was somewhat unsurprising that historical contributions to philosophy could indeed be contributions to philosophy. The influence of Hegelianism was thought to be important, even if Wilhelm Wundt, anti-Hegelian par excellence, also defended the history of philosophy as a philosophically important field of exercise. Wundt confessed in his autobiography to have lectured with much enthusiasm on the history of philosophy for mostly systematic reasons. Two questions arise: Is the history of philosophy part of philosophy? and Is “doing the history of philosophy” a task of the philosopher, and in what way? I will try to answer these questions in two parts. Starting with the observation that neither Hegel nor Wundt wrote about the history of philosophy but lectured on it, I will first shortly depict the history of philosophy teaching in 19th-century Germany and show that the history of philosophy was indeed part of philosophy—philosophy understood as an academic discipline. Second, I will consider the task of the philosopher confronting the history of philosophy in teaching, which will show the extent to which historical knowledge played a role in the shaping of the discipline.

PHILOSOPHY TEACHING

The following remarks concern 19th-century Germany, where I studied closely the structure and changes of the philosophical curriculum during the 19th century. I start with three quotations: In 1799 the poet Jean Paul wrote about the study of philosophy that any young teacher would begin by trading the goods of others but will surely sell “his own stuff” after having made progress in his discipline. In 1854 Prof. Karl von Raumer of the University of Erlangen found it not suitable for a philosophy teacher to wear “other people’s gowns” and counseled against the use of compendiums in lecture courses. Reflecting on his lifelong academic career, Ernst Troeltsch resigned in 1921, saying, “All we do is maybe not entirely useless, but epigonic anyway.”
Three voices framing the 19th century from its beginning, middle, and end. Three voices coinciding in the acknowledgment that philosophy teaching is endangered by historical knowledge. These are thoughtful voices filled with the hope that it could be otherwise, warning against the perils of historicizing, reflecting on the means to do so, meditating self-criticism. Schopenhauer and Nietzsche in their well-known attacks on university philosophy were unforgiving and apodictic by comparison; they left no hope for originality or independent judgment in a discipline that was, this much is true, not bound in a proper sense to any meaningful purpose. In Germany, philosophy was officially unrestricted, since it was not taught in school; it was in no way directly influenced by any concrete demand outside the university. There were of course academic philosophers who lost their jobs for political or religious reasons, as was true for Bruno Bauer, Ernst Ruge, Kuno Fischer, and others. The university was not a place exempt from politics, yet as a scientific discipline, philosophy was unregulated with regard to contents and form.

At the time, however, no student would ever have guessed the freedom the professors had in arranging the curriculum, because it would appear pretty much set at any given semester during the 19th century. There were courses on encyclopedia and logic, serving mostly as introductory courses. In addition, there were courses on psychology and anthropology, on ethics and the philosophy of law, on pedagogy, on the philosophy of religion, and on aesthetics. Throughout the century these courses formed a canon of philosophical subjects offered at all 19 German universities, whatever their size, and taught in intervals by pretty much every professor. The canon mirrored a somewhat encyclopedic conception of philosophy, which was also propagated in books but for which no explicit agreement can be found. It was the whole structure of the university that was considered some sort of enacted encyclopedia, at least in the first half of the century. In 1898, university historian Friedrich Paulsen stressed the fact that German universities exchanged students and professors on a regular basis. Paulsen compared this coming and going to a “bloodstream” that was uniting the German institutes of higher learning into one body. It is most likely due to this commerce of teachers and students that German universities developed in much the same direction, especially concerning the curriculum.

The canon of subjects regularly taught within the discipline of philosophy would have been incomplete without lecture courses on the history of philosophy and seminar courses on individual philosophers or single philosophical texts. These two "historical" courses taken together accounted for 10 percent of all of the philosophy courses of all 19 German universities at about 1810. At the end of the 19th century, they accounted for 50 percent of all courses. Their increase came steadily, regularly, everywhere in the same undramatic rhythm. Throughout the century, the number of philosophy teachers (professors and Privatdozenten) at the university level was 80 to 100; it did not change much. Teaching interests did, however, and philosophy professors taught considerably more historical courses at about 1880 than they did at about 1820. For any student late in the century, philosophy became a historicized discipline. When in 1865 the University of Berlin rearranged its lecture course program and put the lecture on the history of philosophy first—before all other courses in philosophy—this was a fine expression of what was going on everywhere: The historical approach replaced the systematic or encyclopedic one. As Prof. Albert Peip of Göttingen University put it in his inaugural lecture in 1863, the history of philosophy had become the introduction into philosophy itself.

Throughout the 19th century, the canon did not disappear, and the systematic appearance of philosophy was upheld, yet at the same time the focus implicitly shifted, and the philosophy teacher became professionalized as a historically learned individual. What this means in terms of intellectual activities is complex again. Outstandingly clear is the fact that historical knowledge required new methods of teaching and learning: the seminar was an entirely new instrument. At the beginning of the century, practically all philosophy teaching was done by lecture courses, although some private lecturing took place and allowed for more intimate didactics. The seminar course became altogether frequent only in the second half of the century, but here again its steady increase shows a slow but unhindered general acceptance of this new form of teaching. These courses
overcome frontal lecturing and praised them as a specific richness of German academic teaching.26

So we have arrived at the answer to the first question: Was the history of philosophy part of philosophy itself? It was indeed part of it as an academic discipline, as a newly developed structure of the study of philosophy. However, this fact of European cultural history did not and still does not go undisputed. Nineteenth-century lecture courses on the history of philosophy as well as seminar courses slowly built up a canon of great philosophers who were in turn linked to a canon of important philosophical topics. To study these topics historically meant getting to know them and thereby entering into philosophy itself. To know the history of philosophy in detail was seen as a prerequisite for philosophizing. This was a widespread belief in the 19th century. We can turn to a critic of university philosophy as fervent as Eduard von Hartmann to see it confirmed. Hartmann wrote in 1889, "In order to go your own way in philosophy, you have to have at least studied in detail one period of the history of philosophy in someone else's view and at least one system in its original language."27 This seems to have been common opinion among philosophy professors in Hartmann's time. They saw an immediate passage from historical studies to philosophy itself, and so we get a different answer to the question of whether the history of philosophy was part of philosophy itself. Philosophy professors believed the history of philosophy was a part of philosophy in much the same way they presented it in their lecture—that is, as dealing with identical problems and topics.

Our previous answer must be modified accordingly. The history of philosophy is not only an integral part of the study of philosophy—which did not exist prior to the 19th century; it is also ideologically part of it. The very practice of teaching philosophy historically involved spreading the legend of philosophy as something theoretical and even timeless in nature. The 19th century produced this legend along with the system of philosophical study; it linked the history of philosophy not only practically to philosophy as a discipline but also ideologically to it as an idea.

Many things have been said about the connection between philosophy and its history. It has been a topic of serious debate ever since historical knowledge played a role in the education of
philosophers, meaning, since the 19th century. Different approaches are still much discussed, ranging from historical or historicist understanding to rational or systematic reconstruction. At any rate, philosophers have accepted to cope with the history of philosophy and to find out on their own whatever significance lies in it. This precisely is the outcome of the study of philosophy, which has been in place since the 19th century. The history of philosophy is made to contain philosophically interesting material and nothing much else, especially not the teaching system or the disciplinary structure that demands such a restriction in the first place. So the legend works. But how does it work exactly? This is the second question mentioned before: Is "doing the history of philosophy" a task of the philosopher, and in what way?

There is probably no better example than Hegel if one wants to check what Harold Bloom would call "a strong reading"—in this case, of the history of philosophy. Heidegger was certainly right and expressed the opinion of many when he wrote that no one since Hegel had been able to muster the whole of the history of philosophy in a similarly convincing way. Moreover, Hegel actually believed in the idea that the history of philosophy can be read philosophically. Kant had asked himself whether an a priori history of philosophy was at all possible. Hegel plainly wrote it down in his introduction to his lecture courses on the history of philosophy. He turned the reading of the history of philosophy into a legend in the proper sense of the word—a legenda historiar philosopphiæ.

THE LEGEND OF PHILOSOPHY

Hegel lectured several times on the history of philosophy. He was one of the first philosophy professors to do so. His lecture courses were put out in print a couple of years after his death in 1831, and the edition was based partly on his own manuscripts, which were, however, detailed only in the introduction (Einleitung). Here Hegel presented his listeners with the concept of a "living spirit," which would give a second birth to principles laid out in old texts. History represents, Hegel said, "the coming into being of our science [that is, philosophy]." And he borrowed from Schelling the expression system in development as another name for the history of philosophy. This is rather well-known and much discussed, ever since Feuerbach and Marx doubted Hegel's logico-historical parallelism. What is less well-known and yet patently apparent to any reader of the published lecture course—of which we have now also several earlier versions based on students' notes—is the fact that his philosophy of the all-understanding spirit played no role at all in his actual lecturing. Hegel's introduction and his lecture course had little in common except the belief that it was principles that characterize and differentiate philosophies one from the other.

Hegel was a rather merciless lecturer, dismissing harshly the work of historians of philosophy—on which he nevertheless relied heavily, like Brucker and Tennemann. He openly disliked the idea of attributing insights to past philosophers, since it was a matter of thinking reasonably to have insights, not any individual achievement. So many past philosophers were to him so many "structures of thought" (Gedankengebäude), and this is why he wanted to cut short all biographical detail. Hegel cut short, but in the way of a commentary. He selected from available sources only what was, for instance, "pertinent to Plato's philosophy." He was always looking for the main principle, which he also called "the philosophical" (das Philosophische), "standpoint" (Standpunkt), "the general" (das Allgemeine), "the main question" (die Hauptfrage), "the main point of view" (der Hauptgeichtpunkt), "the main interest" (das Hauptinteresse), "fundamental interest" (Grundinteresse), "main determination" (Hauptbestimmung), and "main maxim" (Hauptgrundsatz). Hegel's pupil and friend Karl Rosenkranz, also one of the editors of his works, pointed to the effect of this hermeneutics of principles: "For Hegel philosophy could associate concepts and names like any other science. Thus the Eleatic standpoint and the concept of immutable being, Plato and the concept of true affirmative dialectics, Aristotle and the concept of teleology were identical and so forth." What Hegel did in his lecture course was to give the information provided by historians of philosophy and to strip it down to what he considered essential. He did not adopt the structure of his phenomenology of spirit in narrating the story of the living spirit. It is very plain that he just commented on historical knowledge.

One could look for similar undertakings and choose, for example, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and his lecture course on the history of philosophy in 1819 in London or Victor Cousin and his lectures in
Paris in 1828. Both based their comments on Tennemann’s history, much like Hegel himself. Although completely different in address and in method, between those two and Hegel there are possible areas of comparison. Coleridge talked as much of great men as Hegel did, and he also used his lecture course to dwell on the relation between religion, mysticism, and philosophy. Coleridge had no concept of spirit reading itself into history, which in turn Cousin had, although he did not characterize his spirit hermeneutically. Cousin saw the former one-sidedness of philosophy exemplified by competing systems in the 18th century come to an end in his own eclectic philosophy, which he considered a force of the future. Hegel never dared to go that far and maintained to the contrary that “a living spirit” residing in any past philosophy needed a “kindred spirit” to be reborn.

Hegel was less a prophet than a critic. Faithful to his criteria of the philosophical essential, he dismissed as “philosophically not interesting” the mythical form of truth in Plato, the Roman Stoics, Epicurus’ metaphysics, the whole of Arab and Jewish philosophy in the Middle Ages, scholasticism, the religious and political writings of Hobbes and Locke, and the popular writings of Fichte, to give a few examples. It is not at all astonishing to hear these verdicts: it is just another mark of the typical, and not extraordinary, character of Hegel’s lecture course that those verdicts were spoken. In front of his Berlin audience, Hegel was fighting the philosophical past; he wanted to revive and bring to life what he thought was actual thinking. He did a great job, considering the extent to which he was willing to go: he almost never finished his course properly, even when lecturing more than four times a week. He also spent more than half of his time on Greek philosophy and later jumped whole centuries and many systems, because they would not bring new principles. Whatever Hegel was doing while lecturing, he was not putting forward any convincing philosophy that would absorb, so to speak, the history of philosophy and make it part of the system. This is just what he pretended in his introduction. In lecturing, Hegel did what most other philosophy professors would do: he commented on what was known about past philosophies.

Two consequences follow, it seems to me, from this observation. First, the philosophy of history cannot really digest historical knowledge. This knowledge can be cut, rearranged, narrated otherwise, and so on. It cannot be justified or accounted for, as Hegel claimed in his introduction. Historical knowledge cannot be deduced from anywhere else—not even historical knowledge about philosophy from the idea of philosophy. What existing links there are among past philosophies is material enough to deal with: philosophers relate mostly one to another by criticism or adherence. And Hegel was right in demanding that the present must know what kind of history it produces. In the end, a truly philosophical history of philosophy is possible only if the term history is replaced by the term development. That much we can learn from Hegel.

So the positive insight we gain from the observation of Hegel’s lecturing technique is that during the 19th century, the history of philosophy acquired pedagogical importance. Historical work was not primarily scholarship exercised in private, as was the case in the 18th century, but it is scholarship exercised in public. The success story of lecture courses on the history of philosophy during the 19th century made for an entirely new context for historiographical activities: historical narrative became an intellectual challenge for the lecturer who had to struggle for coherence in his presentation of past philosophies.

A last remark on Hegel and the mark he left on the 19th century. It is still widely believed that it was due to him and his immediate pupils that the interest in historical studies grew considerably, roughly around the middle of the century. However, with regard to the increase in lecture courses on the history of philosophy, this view does not hold. Johann Eduard Erdmann, a true Hegelian and a professor at Halle University, lectured there with fellow Hegelians Julius Schaller and Hermann Hinrichs, but they did not contribute more to historicizing philosophy than their non-Hegelian colleagues Rudolf Haym and Johann Gottfried Gruber. When Erdmann wrote in 1870 that many contemporary works in philosophy were read intensely in their historical parts, “whereas the speculative part is not cut at all,” this applied to many more than just Hegelians, who by then were declining in numbers anyway. We have to switch from the history of ideas—where Hegelianism is a factor—to the history of institutions—where it is the disciplinary status of philosophy and its respective academic practice that accounts for the historicization of philosophy.
CONCLUSION: Activity and Practice

Writing a history of philosophy was, before the 19th century, something quite remarkable as a literary activity, exercised mostly by private scholars and historians. It is only in the 19th century that philosophy professors started to take greater interest in this kind of literature. This is true on the whole for the English, the French, and the German production of histories of philosophy. Those histories played a role in the teaching of philosophy—most of all in Germany, where the university system was pretty stable after the closure of smaller institutions following the Napoleonic wars and the subsequent foundation of the Prussian universities at Berlin (1810), Breslau (1811), and Bonn (1818). Since in Germany the number of philosophy teachers did not vary much during the 19th century, we have reliable statistical material to prove the gradual but steady increase in lecture courses on the history of philosophy as well as in seminar courses. This process determined a new context for the literary production of works treating philosophy historically.

Most authors of historical works were then also professors of philosophy, and historical knowledge played an ever-more-important role in the curriculum. A legend arose at the same time, making the history of philosophy an introduction to or a part of philosophy itself. The legend implied that philosophy had “a special relation to intellectual history” or even that it “owned its history.” However, the legend could not account for the new discipline that was created during the 19th century: the study of philosophy as a field of regular activity on both the teachers’ and the students’ sides. This new discipline was called philosophy by those who worked in it, and university philosophy by its critics like Schopenhauer and Nietzsche.

The study of philosophy reframed historical knowledge about philosophy within the seminar through collective reading and interpreting, and within the lecture course through relinking and commenting.

When Victor Cousin addressed his audience in 1828, he opened his lecture on the history of philosophy as follows: “We should first clarify, gentlemen, why we are here. Are you driven by vain curiosity and I myself by simple habit, or should we unite our forces to satisfy a higher need?” Unfortunately, Cousin neither gave an answer nor specified what he meant by higher need. It has become clear, I hope,
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